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UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY 
AND BEAUTIFUL DESIGN FOR 
STYLISH INTERIOR DESIGN FOR 
THE OFFICE

RH Design has developed an impressive 
furniture series in linoleum consisting of 
storage and end wall desks.

The furnitures are uncompromising and 
prove good design and high quality.

The end wall desk is made in two 
different versions and with the 
possibility of specially developed 
acoustics end walls.
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UNIQUE DESK WITH ALL 
VISIBLE SURFACES MADE 
IN LINOLEUM

RH end wall desks 
are produced in 
two sizes:
1,600 x 800 x 30 mm
1,800 x 800 x 30 mm

The RH table is made in both an Original and an Optima version.

The Original table has a nice and practical cable flap, also made 
of linoleum. Underneath the table we have included a spacious, 
specially designed cable tray that hides all kinds of wires.
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The harmonic height adjustable desk 
is characterized by enclosing and 
hence hiding the actuator in the 
beautiful construction. 

The table also works as a nice room 
divider, which also gives discretion 
to the employee.

The Optima table is created with 
the purpose of making a slightly 
more cost-conscious model of the 
beautiful table, where the cable 
flap has been replaced with a 
small round wire flap and a simple 
cable tray.
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GREAT DESIGN WITH STYLE 
TO EASILY STAND ALONE

For this unique furniture series, all visible 
surfaces are made in linoleum. As a 
standard, we have chosen to offer the 
products in nero and charcoal linoleum.

The shelving units are designed without a 
plinth as the lower shelf works as a toe board. 
You immediately notice the special designed 
shape of the sliding doors, which helps to 
finish and close the product in a completely 
unique way.

The shelving unit system is a proof that great 
design easily can stand alone!

Each storage unit is 
produced in a height 
of 3 compartments 
and in a width of 
1.600 and 1.800 mm 
respectively.

The height of the 
finished shelving unit 
is 1.100 mm and a 
depth of 390 mm.

The RH shelving unit system has a built-in lock as a standard.
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As a standard, the RH series are produced in the colors 
nero and charcoal, but the products can be produced 
in all 21 Desktop linoleum colours.

The edges are made with WO’s patented linoleum edge.
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RH TABLE OPTIMA RH STORAGERH TABLE 

1.600 x 800 mm
1.800 x 800 mm

1.600 x 800 mm
1.800 x 800 mm

1.600 x 390 x 1.100 mm
1.800 x 390 x 1.100 mm

The end wall tables from the RH series 
are now available with the unique 
acoustics end wall, which both 
covers the employee and reduces 
the noise level throughout the office 
environment.

The acoustics end walls can be 
selected on all four sides, or 
depending on level and needs, 
just three, two or one side.

ACOUSTICS END WALLS 
IMPROVE THE SOUND LEVEL


